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The pollution in the sharp particles arrives near Béarn 

 

The measurement station of Airaq Aquitaine to Pau-Tourasse. (PP archives) 

 
At 4:15 pm: the end of the peak of pollution of sharp particles on the urban Pau's area. 

While several urban conglomerations of France were already placed on the alert in the pollution these last 

days, Bearn stayed below this threshold. In Pau, however, the "procedure of information pollution PM10"  

was started in Friday afternoon. The index ATMO – Who measures the air quality - was then 8 ("bad") for 

Pau and of 7 ("poor") for Lacq. 

The "threshold of information and recommendations in the PM10" is the first warning level : it is then 

recommended to avoid the intense physical and sports activities, not to compound the effects of the pollution 

by limiting the use of irritating products (solvents, tobacco smoke, paints, glues) or still to respect 

scrupulously its treatment in case of asthma, of respiratory or cardiac failure. 

Air: a watched quality  

The air quality is watched in real time by Airaq Aquitaine. This association approved, based in Bordeaux, 

has sensors in Béarn and Soule, who, according to sites, measure the concentrations of sharp particles in 

suspension, ozone, dioxide of sulfur, nitric oxide, etc. There is so a national station  to Iraty, stations of 

industrial vicinity to Mourenx, Lagor and Maslacq, meteorological station to Lendresse, rural station to 

Labastide-Cézeracq, station of automobile vicinity in Pau ( Tourasse), and urban thorough stations to Billère 

and to Pau (Hameau). The concentrations in sharp particles in suspension depend on local broadcasts and on 

meteorological phenomena. 

A "cap effect" 

"These fine particles are emitted in particular by transport, heating, industry or agriculture, but also by the 

nature (that is significant to the Pyrenees with erosion)," said Patrick Bourquin, director 'AIRAQ Aquitaine. 

In this common phenomenon therefore add current weather conditions, with the anticyclone which settled in 

France. This weather is marked by strong amplitudes in temperature between night and day. Above our 

heads then form layers of air at different temperatures. "There is a phenomenon of temperature inversion 

said with a lid effect: the air mass that is near the ground can not rise and disperse in the atmosphere, and 

concentrations of fine particles increases "said Patrick Bourquin. 

If the concentration of PM10 exceeds 50 g/m
3
 daily average, the first threshold is reached : this was the case 

yesterday in Billère (55 µg/m
3
). Beyond 80 g/m

3
, the "alert threshold", which requires public authorities to 

take more stringent measures. 


